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Heartiest Greetings!

Friends, my quest for perfection began early in life. Having been 

fortunate enough to have a decent professional education, I  

pondered constantly as to how I could contribute to the uplift of 

society. Holistic education and all endeavors related to the same 

become my guiding light. Thus, I embarked upon the present 

journey of Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research, 

Ferozepur (GIDSR). It is my vision to set up an Institute where 

our yoang, budding dentists will receive education of the 

highest quality, comparable to the best anywhere. GIDSR is that 

Institute, where we look beyond academic development and 

the attainment of good grades, by growing into multi-faceted 

individual with fall of initiative, imagination and the ability to 

work well with others, recognize human and societal needs. 

design novel and sustainable medical  solutions. We aim at 

transforming our students from being first class students in to a 

state thought leaders ready to take up the challenges of the 

Medical World both in India and abroad . Therefore, we are 

aiming to move into the second phase of expansion through 

several new courses and collaborative programs with some 

foreign universities apart from myriad of MDS programs in 

seven specialties that GIDSR  offers. 

  GIDSR   being a NAAC accredited institute has 

all the MDS courses recognized by the Dental  Council of India 

and the Government of India. The Curriculum is also designed 

to produce global dentists by focusing on the comparative, 

cross-cultural, international and interdisciplinary approach. 

One can discover a unique learning community which is 

demographically diverse from all educational institutions. By 

imparting state of doctorate, post-graduate, graduate & 

undergraduate programs, constant surge in academic 

partnerships, host of several international conferences and 

other techno-cultural events, the institute has taken lead in 

educational, intellectual and cultural aspects in the northern 

India. Doctoral programs within the institute are designed 

not only for external scholars, but also serving faculty who 

wish to integrate their theoretical knowledge and practical 

experience into their professional roles to benefit their 

organizations and communities.

Although a short period of time has passed yet institution’s  

humongous success manifests that good intent has borne 

fruit. I am overwhelmed by the faith reposed in our institution 

by students who come from near and for and on behalf of the 

GIDSRG Group, I deem it to be my responsibility that I leave 

no stone unturned to develop the College into one that is 

counted amongst the best in the world.

 Wishing you all the best in your future endeavors.

Arise, Awake and Advance!     

R.L.Singhal (Advocate)
President

Shaheed Dr. Anil Baghi Charitable Society   

Ferozepur
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Myself CA Raj Kumar Goel has been bestowed the honour of heading these 

esteemed institutions, Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research, Ferozepur 

(GIDSR) Though it's extremely difficult, albeit, impossible to step into the shoes of our 

past president, the legendary Advocate Rattan Lal Singhal Ji, but I will make every effort 

to the best of my abilities, to advance the noble objectives of these institutions . Good 

educational institutions are the foundation stones on which great buildings of pioneers, 

researchers and nation builders rest.

With the worthy team of CAs Varinder Mohan Singhal, Chairman, Gagandeep 

Singhal , Mr Sameer Mittal Joint Chairmen, the principal, learned professors , intelligent 

students and supportive staff, we will leave no stone unturned to take our institutions to 

the pinnacle.

I am confident and sure that alumni of our institutions will be respected in their 

chosen fields and will be leaders of the organizations they work for or float on their own.

I also extend our heartiest greetings and welcome to the new students who will 

be joining us very soon.

CA. Raj Kumar Goel

President

      Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research

Ferozepur

CA. Raj Kumar Goel

President



I welcome you on behalf of Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences 

and Research. I feel a profound sense of responsibility for 

maintaining the expectations and trust of the students in the 

institution. 

When GIDSR was established, there was little to indicate what a 

future could hold for the institution, except a deep inspiration to 

leave a lasting and positive impress in higher education in India. 

That aspiration has become the foundation for all that GIDSR 

has been able to achieve. The Institute accomplishments is a 

story of a determined pursuit of excellence, a commitment to 

embody its mission as a private institute promoting public 

service and adopting a sustainable approach to institution 

building in all its forms. 

I am proud of the Institute's direction and of the progress we've 

made to enrich the GIDSR experience and to prepare students 

to lead lives of impact and meaning. The faculty members 

continue to demonstrate a passionate commitment to maintain 

the highest standards of academic excellence. With challenges 

ahead, we must strive to equip the leaders of future with 

competence and excellence to address emerging social issues.

Over the next five years, GIDSR aspires to lead and shape key 

national and international academic excellence, address 

emerging challenges in varying subject areas and be a model of 

how a private higher education institution can remain socially 

conscious and contribute to nation building. The Strategic vision 

2024 captures the ambitious and aspirational spirit in which 

GIDSR takes an opportunity to create a collective vision and 

sense of shared imagination on how GIDSR can best fulfil its 

founding vision- to create a future where our students and 

faculty find passion and fulfilment in helping build a just, fair 

and equitable social consciousness. 

GIDSR 2024: FIVE PILLARS FOR ACHIEVING 

INSTITUTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Thank you for all you have done to be a part of this incredible 

place and I Welcome you all who are going to be part of this 

incredible place! I remain committed to developing this 

Institute to become one of the most reputed global 

institutions of excellence. Through the commitment and 

dedication of students, faculty, and staff who are the 

champions of our future, we are poised to embark on another 

exceptional year. 

CA. Varinder Mohan Singhal

Chairman, 

      Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research

Ferozepur

CA. Varinder Mohan Singhal

Chairman

EXTENDING OUR COLLABORATIONS AND
CAPACITY BUILDING EFFORTS

ENABLING INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
INSTITUTIONAL GROWTH

ENHANCING OUR RESEARCH
CAPACTITIES AND OUTCOMES

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PUBLIC SERVICE

REFINING OUR TEACHING AND
LEARNING PROCESSES
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We at GIDSR visualize our rich architecture decorated with 

green ambience to be placed where ideas are born, leadership is 

developed and new and exciting methodologies are synergized 

for establishing optimum learning opportunities for the Dental 

Graduates.

Since inception, the Institute has constantly worked towards 

raising the academic bar. In pursuit of offering the best technical 

knowledge, and skills to the budding Graduates, the Institute 

has grown technically sound with state-of-the-art laboratories 

with hi-tech equipments and best infrastructure for academics 

and research. "Growth in every sphere of activity" is visible 

through the excellent academic performance of our students 

and employment acceptance displayed by pan India reputed 

organizations.

The aim of GIDSR is to develop a globally adaptable professional 

with social sensitivity. Today's dentists need applicable 

knowledge and skills to navigate their organization through an 

ever-changing and dynamic environment. We not only 

concentrate on knowledge increment but also in enriching of 

spiritual, social and personal development.

Academic research driven by intellectual curiosity has given 

birth to new technologies and new industries which have 

made the impossible possible and built our modern society. 

More keenly today, we place in academic research and 

education our aspirations for resolving myriad social and 

economic problems.

GIDSR responds to these pressing problems by promoting 

research across the spectrum of scientific and technological 

fields. By providing this kind of stimulating environment, we 

aim to inspire and develop the creativity of each student. We 

are pleased to note your interest in GIDSR . We foster the 

growth of innovative professionals, scientists and dental 

experts who are firmly grounded academically and enjoy the 

trust and confidence of the community at large.

We want GIDSR to be the dream of every student who wants 

to make the world a better place.

With Best Wishes!

      

Sh. Sameer Mittal, Industrialist 

Joint Chairman

CA. Gagandeep Singhal

Joint Chairman

CA. Gagandeep Singhal

Joint Chairman,

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research

Ferozepur

Sameer Mittal, Industrialist

Joint Chairman, 

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research

Ferozepur



Prof. (Dr.) Purshottam Jasuja

Director Principal

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research is offering Post graduation in dentistry 

since more than a decade. It is a wonderful experience to find our alumni among the reputed 

clinicians academicians and researchers. The institute is having renowned dedicated and 

experienced faculty who are imparting quality education and skills under their direct 

supervision.

Genesis has been attracting Post graduate students from all over India. The institute is run by 

Philanthropist and visionary management and continuous efforts are made to provide world 

class infrastructure and environment for education.

Our institute is offering latest equipments, updated library facilities and well maintained 

clinics for excellent patient care.

The institute is famous in the region for providing quality dental care to the patients. Genesis 

has a very well maintained and serene campus and various extracurricular and sports 

activities are regularly organized to keep the students afresh.

We are providing excellent research facilities and every year a number of original research 

articles are contributed to various national and international journals.

It is our continuous effort to provide excellent infrastructure and facilities to the students so 

that they can excel in clinics, academics and research and contribute positively and 

constructively to the nation and society at large.

Prof. (Dr.) Purshottam Jasuja

Director Principal

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research

Ferozepur
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BACKGROUND 

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research, owes its existence to the Patriarch of Shaheed Dr. Anil Baghi Charitable Society. Late 

Sh. Satya Pal Baghi. His vision was to bring about prosperity through empowerment for which good education, was a vital tool. He 

firmly believed that education and healthcare were vital for social change. He wanted this social change to have a Trans border impact.

• Genesis or GIDSR as it is popularly known was established under the aegis of Shaheed Dr Anil Baghi Charitable Society in June 2005. 

The institute is an important Milestone on the ‘Road map 

of the Trust’ which has already established its credibility in   

"Health Care, Education and Research . The trust has a 

modern” "Super Specialty" hospital and a "Nursing College" 

in the region .With the establishment of Genesis the 

contours of a Multi - dimensional Health hub in the region 

are complete. The society  also offers B.Sc. (Nursing) Post 

Basic B.sc (Nursing) and G.N.M. Courses in the Nursing 

College. It has now been given the status of a Post 

Graduate institute, by being offered MDS Courses in 

Seven  specialties. The ultimate aim of Shaheed Dr. Anil 

Baghi Charitable Society is to transform Ferozepur into a 

major Educational Research Hub and Health Tourism 

destination . The institute has also added various value 

added specialist courses in lmplantology, Rotary 

Endodontics and Oral Rehabilitation, Laser Dentistry, 

Aesthetic and Restorative Dentistry, Dental Sedation and 

Pain    Management,    Smile    Make overs ,   Clinical 

Prosthodontics, Comprehensive Pedodontics and Perio 

Esthetics. These are approved by Punjab Dental Council. 

CERTIFICATE OF NAAC ACCREDITATION

LOCATION AND CONNECTIVITY

Mumbai-Ferozepur Punjab Mail 

Ferozepur-Mumbai Punjab Mail 

 Delhi-Ludhiana Amritsar Shatabadi 

Ludhaina-Delhi Amritsar Shatabadi 

Lucknow-Ferozepur Ganga Sutlej

Ferozepur-Lucknow Ganga Sutlej

Ludhiana-Delhi Swarna Shtabdi

Ferozepur-Jammu Tavi Express 

Jammu-Ferozepur Bathinda Express

TRAINS

19:40

21:40

16:30

7:03

14:55

18:25

18:58

20:50

21:30

Dep. Arr.

5:40

7:35

20:32

11:15

10:20

12:10

23:05

06:35

07:05

International  border  with  Pakistan  which is 7 kms  away.  It is well  connected  by air, road and rail.  Being home to



VISION

• To train Post Graduate Students in Dental Health Care, and make them capable of rising to the challenges, in a futuristic Global 

environment. 

• To create focused Professionals, who are aware of their potential and , who are Solution Finders, and have flair for Research.

• To create professionals who are futuristic and flexible in thinking and quickly adapt themselves to the fast changing professional 

environment to ensure latest trends are incorporated in their treatment skills and to make treatment affordable.     

• To develop a world class infrastructure with "State of the Art" equipment to ensure World Class Healthcare with a human touch.

• To evolve into a World Class education and health care centre of excellence with a global potential.

OBJECTIVES

• Provide a world class infrastructure with State of the Art equipments and  teaching aids with optimum student equipment ratio.

• Provide a student friendly environment for focused studies and overall personality development.

• Dynamic, innovative, periodically updated curriculum which assists students to remain abreast with current and futuristic trends, assists 

better assimilation and develops skills for efficient result oriented patient management in a global environment.

• Develop and constantly adapt new ideas, to evolve a vibrant syllabii and teaching methodology which is in harmony with changing 

treatment skills and options and availability of Cutting edge Technology at par with emerging and challenging global standards.

• Provide latest real time Academic Support Services which help students to have easy and cost effective access to the huge knowledge 

explosion. 

• Provide the most eminent Faculty who are competent, futuristic, adaptable and have excellent teaching skills to cater for the needs of Gen- 

X professionals.

• Develop tie-ups with renowned Foreign Universities with a view to enhance Research and Development, mutually beneficial career and 

faculty and student exchange programs to provide global exposure. 

• Incorporate latest developments which form the backbone of future Dental Care.

• Encourage and Organize camps to reach out to rural masses, educational Institutes to create wider awareness and extend world class 

treatment at affordable costs. 

• Create a network of ‘Satellite Clinics’ to promote dental care in rural areas and urban metros with the ultimate aim of correcting the 

Population: Doctor ratio and ensure an exposure spectrum which covers Rural-Metro-Global range.

• Expose students to IT and its potential role in the futurist scenario.

• To provide value added courses in high end specialties, to enhance employability in latest treatment procedures and handling equipment.

GOVERNMENT SANCTION RECOGNITION 

 The institute has been accorded final recognition for MDS course in Oral Pathalogy and Microbiology, Orthodontics and Dentofacial 

Orthodontics, Pedodontics and Preventive Dentistry, Prosthodontics and Crown and Bridge vide Govt. of India Ministry of Health and 

Family welfare notification No. F. No. V. 12017/01/2014-DE dated 15.4.14.

 The Institute has also been recognized for MDS course in Periodontology, Conservative Dentistry & Endodontics vide Govt. of India 

Ministry of Health and Family welfare, vide notification No. F.No.V.-12017/07/2014-DE dated 26 September 2014.   

 The MDS Course in Oral Medicine and Radiology has been recognized vide Govt. of India Ministry of Health & Family Welfare notification 

No. V.12017/05/2018-DE dated 05.03.2018     

UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION

The college is Affiliated to Baba Farid University of Health Sciences (B.F.U.H.S.), Faridkot, Punjab.

GENERAL HOSPITAL AFFILIATION

The Institute is affiliated to a 100 bedded Super Specialty Hospital as per the guidelines of DCI. 

NAAC ACCREDITATION 

Institute is NAAC Accredited  vide letter no. F.19.26/EC (SC-4)/ DO/2014/66 

dated : 11th December 2014.

VISION STATEMENT

 To bring out well trained dental graduates who would cater to the needs of the society in imparting quality dental care backed by sound 

theoretical knowledge imbibing great values such as compassion, care and concern.

MISSION STATEMENT

 To be the finest dental institute in the country in providing quality dental education to the dental students and exposing them to the best 

available technology thereby empowering him to be the dental professional of the next generation or a global dental professional who 

could carve out a niche in India or anywhere in the world.

Vision and Objectives
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Faculty
FACULTY and ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

The Institute boasts of a highly Professional and 
experienced faculty and administrative staff. The departments 
are headed by professionals whose qualifications are in 
conformity with those stipulated by the Dental Council of 
India. The faculty and Administrative set up is headed by an 
eminent administrator and academician as its Director 
Principal.  Salient highlights are:-
• Faculty members are nationally/internationally renowned 

professionals in their respective subjects and specialties.  
• Faculty professional reputation attracts large patients 

including "Rare" cases. Students get live exposure and 
these case studies are preserved for future teaching and 
Research Projects.

• Faculty has excellent commitment and communication 
skills. Faculty is encouraged to keep Knowledge updated 
through writing of Professional Papers and attending 
Seminars and Workshops financed by the Institute. 

• Faculty of studies has primary responsibility  to keep 
abreast with latest developments and update own lesson plans and develop Question Banks which are accessible through E-campus hub 
provided.

• Faculty residing in the campus affords off-time interaction for weaker students. E-campus also provides on line interaction.
• Administrative staff is mostly drawn from the Armed Forces, who are highly qualified in the field of Administration, Security and Hazard 

management.

ADMINISTRATION

Prof. (Dr.) Purshottam Jasuja
Maj. B.S. Randhawa (retd)
Ms. Shivani Khanna
Ms. Poonam Narang
Mr. Manjit Singh 

Director Principal 
Joint Director Administration
Internal Auditor 
Senior Executive
Pvt. Secy. to the 
Director Principal

PERIODONTOLOGY

Professor
Reader 
Reader 
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

Dr. Harveen Singh
Dr. Gorav Kansal
Dr Rajbir Singh
Dr. Isha Sharma
Dr. Arushi Goyal
Dr. Aasiya Gul
Dr. Mohina Aggarwal

PROSTHODONTICS

Professor and HoD
Professor
Professor
Reader
Reader
Reader
Lecturer
Lecturer

Dr. (Mrs) Reeta Jain
Dr. Ravudai Singh Jabbal
Dr. Gagandeep Kansal
Dr. Mohit Handa
Dr. Shaveta Kaushal
Dr. Sumit Chopra
Dr. Tejinderjit Kaur
Dr. Shanta Chopra 

CONSERVATIVE DENTISTRY

Professor and HoD
Professor
Professor 
Reader
Reader
Lecturer

Dr. Pardeep Mahajan
Dr. Amit Sood
Dr. Prashant Monga
Dr. Sonam Mahajan
Dr. Pratibha Marya
Dr. Gagandeep Singh

ORAL PATHOLOGY

Professor and HoD
Professor
Reader
Reader

Dr. Simmarpreet Virk Sandhu
Dr. Neerja Sethi
Dr. Prabhpreet Kaur
Dr. Krishna Arora

ORAL MEDICINE & RADIOLOGY

Dr. Bhawandeep Kaur
Dr. Gaurav Goyal
Dr. Madhu Sudan

Professor and HoD
Professor
Reader

ORTHODONTICS

Dr. Naveen Bansal 
Dr. Sangeeta Sunda
Dr. Gurinder Singh 
Dr. Amit Choudhary 
Dr. Raj Abhay Singh
Dr. Deeksha Goyal  
Dr. Suvansh Gupta

Professor and HoD
Professor
Reader
Reader
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

PEDODONTICS

Dr. Purshottam Jasuja
Dr. Shveta Munjal
Dr. Heena Khurana
Dr. Ekta Gakhar
Dr. Kavya Bhola
Dr. Anand Thakur
Dr. Rashmeet Bhatia
Dr. Manisha
Dr. Sadhika Sadhar 

Professor and HoD
Professor 
Professor
Reader
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

ORAL SURGERY

Dr. Ajay Bibra
Dr. Shivani Jain
Dr. Rohit Chawla
Dr. Bhavneesh Goel 
Dr. Rohan Dhawan
Dr. Shivani Mahajan 
Dr. Muskan Arora

Professor and HoD
Professor
Professor
Reader
Reader
Reader
Lecturer

PUBLIC HEALTH DENTISTRY 

Dr. Diljot Kaur
Dr. Sukirat Kaur 

Reader & HoD
Lecturer

GENERAL MEDICINE

Dr. Parveen Kumar Dhingra
Dr. Alok Aggarwal
Dr. Akshay Pahuja

Assoc. Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer

Dr. Harsha Bhola
Dr. Kamal Kant Budhwar
Dr. Vishaw Deep Joshi

Asstt. Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer

GENERAL SURGERY

Dr. Richard David 
Dr. R.S. Sandhu

Assoc. Professor & HoD
Lecturer

ANAESTHESIA

Dr. Rana AGK Pal Professor & HoD

PATHOLOGY

Dr. Raj Kumar Wasan
Ms. Varinder Kaur

Reader
Lecturer

MICROBIOLOGY

Dr. Vir Vikram
Dr. Sheel Sethi
Dr. Naresh Khanna

Assoc. Professor and HoD
Lecturer
Lecturer

PHARMACOLOGY

Dr. Beena Kumari
Mrs. Gurjeet Kaur
Dr. Vinod Khanna
Mrs. Palak 

Professor and HoD
Asstt. Professor
Lecturer 
Lecturer

ANATOMY

Ms. Amritpal Kaur Lecturer

PHYSIOLOGY & BIO CHEMISTRY  

LIBRARY

Mrs. Jaskaran Kaur Arora
Mr. Nishan Singh

Librarian
Assistant Librarian

HoDs of all Dental Department 

Dr. Purshottam Jasuja Dr. Ajay Bibra Dr. Pardeep Mahajan Dr. Simmarpreet Virk
 Sandhu

Dr. Harveen SinghDr. Bhawandeep Kaur 

Dr. (Mrs) Reeta Jain

Dr. Diljot KaurDr. Naveen Bansal 



CLINICAL TRAINING CLINICAL PRACTICE
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Tuition Fees does not include Registration/ Examination fees, hostel, Mess, Electricity/ Generator, Laundry, Internet and

Telephone Charges.

Security charges as notified by the competent authority and are mandatory.

Security will be refunded only after passing the course.

Bank Guarantee as notified by State Government and affiliated university.

Fee To Be Deposited By The Candidates to the Institute in the Shapes of Demand Draft on date of counseling and subsequent
st th ndyears in two installments, 1  installment by 20  April and 2  installment by 20th October. Hostel fee, messing and other utility 

charges, electricity, laundary, material charges and charges for Computer Education will be extra. Hostel fee once paid will not be 

refunded if student leaves/Vacates the hostel mid session. Entry Permitted only on Payment of full dues. Each Year Students Shall 
th thDeposit Fees By Due Date Specified I.e. the 20  of April and 20  of October each year.

CLINICAL DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONINGCLINICAL DEMONSTRATION

BDS Admission Procedure
The admission to the BDS course shall be carried out in accordance to the relevant Government of Punjab Notification and its 

Corrigendum issued time to time and the Punjab Private Health Sciences Educational Institutions (Regulation of Admission, 

Fixation of Fee and making of reservation) Act, 2006 and their amendments from time to time, if any.
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MDS Admission Policy
• These admission policy guidelines will be read in conjuction with State Government of Punjab Latest Notification and Baba Farid University 

of Health Sciences (BFUHS) Faridkot Prospectus for admission to MDS Course and subsequent amendments.

• NEET MDS exam for admission in MDS courses and subsequent amendments.

• NEET MDS is the eligibility-cum-ranking examination to various MDS Courses. Qualifying NEET MDSis mandatory for getting entry to 

MDS Courses under various Universities and Institutions. 

• Baba Farid University of Health Sciences, Faridkot will make admissions on the basis of NEET MDS as per procedure and criteria laid down in 

the notification .

• Receipt of all categories of applications and Counseling for admission to all categories of seats shall be held as per procedure and criteria 

laid down in the prospectus of BFUHS.

• A candidate who is already admitted to any Post Graduate degree Course shall not be eligible for admission.

• The application for Admission, complete in all respects shall be submitted to the Baba Farid University of Health Sciences, Faridkot, Punjab 

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION OF MERIT AND PREFERENCE FOR ADMISSION

• Candidates qualifying NEET MDS shall be eligible for admission in Govt/Private colleges. The minimum qualifying marks will be as per 

provisions of NEET MDS. In order to be eligible for admission to any postgraduate course in a particular academic year, it shall be necessary 
thfor a candidate to obtain minimum of 50  Percentile in "NEET MDS" test for postgraduate courses. In respect of candidates belonging to 

thscheduled castes, Scheduled Tribes, other Backward Classes, the minimum marks shall be at 40  Percentile or as notified by the MCI/DCI as 

the case may be.

• Selection of students for postgraduate dental courses (MDS) will be in accordance with Government of Punjab Department of Medical 

Education & Research Notification and as per DCI regulation-2007 as amended from time to time. 

• Schedule of Counseling will be decided by the Baba Farid University Health Sciences, Faridkot keeping in view the schedule of the Dental 

Council of India or in compliance with order of competent court of law.

• The choice(s) of Courses/institution shall be exercised by the candidate at the time of Counseling/interview in the University . 

• Admission to Private Aided, Uniaded and Minority Health Sciences Educational Institutions may be made as per procedure and criteria laid 

down in or notified under the Punjab Private Health Sciences Educational Institution (Regulation of Admission, Fixation of Fee and making 

of Reservation) Act 2006 and as amended from time to time.

Eligibility NRI:

As per Criteria laid down in the Government of Punjab Notification. 

The criteria/process and relevant rules and regulation for admission laid down in the Govt. of Punjab latest Notification and the 

relavant Prospectus 2021 issued by the BFUHS shall supersede all aforementioned paras where applicable. 

PG SECTIONS WORKING
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MDS Admission Procedure

 

Selection : Based on the common entrance test (NEET - MDS)

Distribution of Seats

 As notified by Punjab Government in its  notification and Baba Farid University of  Health Sciences, Faridkot in its prospectus and on its 

website. (www.bfuhs.ac.in) 

Procedure for Applying for Management/NRI Seats.

 As laid down by BFUHS  Admission Advertisement in its prospectus on website. Student shall apply online as per procedure given in BFUHS 

advertisement or to the institute as per guidelines or any amendment thereafter.

Admission Committees

As per notification of Punjab Government and guidelines if any notified in the prospectus of Baba Farid University of Health Sciences  Faridkot.

Documents: Copies of the documents to be attached with the application, unless otherwise instructed.

1. 10th certificate (for Date of Birth) along with DMC (if applicable ) bearing father, mother's name  and date of birth.  

2. BDS Degree

3. BDS (Details Mark Card)

4. Migration certificate (only for those passed BDS other than BFUHS)

5. NEET MDS Admit card/Result card

6. Character Certificate from institute last attended.

7. SC/ST/BC certificate (reserved category certificate) if benefit of reservation availed.

8. Eligibility certificate from BFUHS (In case of NRI candidates)

9. Specimen of Signature and thumb impression LTI (Males) and RTI (Females)

10. Punjab State Domicile Certificate/ Residential Proof 

11. Declaration

12. Surety Bond/Bank Guarantee/undertaking/declaration to the satisfaction of the institute that he/she/parents/Guardians will be liable to 

pay the balance fee for the whole course even if he/she leaves the institute/Course midway, who will abide by the rules, terms and 

conditions as laid down by the university / Punjab Government  from time to time. 

13. Clearance Certificate( for NRI CANDIDATES)

14. Provisional admission slip of selection by Central Admission Committee

15. Undertaking from the student regarding not been disqualified by any Board/University.

16. 10 stamp size and 10 passport size photographs

17. Information in University Registration Return Performa (for BDS other than BFUHS)

18. Affidavit Appendix A

19. Affidavit Appendix B

20. Bank guarantee Appendix C

21. Surety Bond Appendix D

22. Affidavit of undertaking by candidate and Parent as prescribed by MCI (Appendix E and F)

23. Proof of Registration with State Dental Council.

24. No objection certificate(for NRI Candidates)

25. Internship completion certificate from the principal.    

Note: Original documents will be seen at the time of counseling. Incase of shortfall application may be rejected. Presence of aspirant is 

mandatory and is non-negotiable. 

• Schedule of Admission : As notified by Baba Farid University of Health Sciences, Faridkot/ institute from time to time.

• Fees : Fee Structure for the Post Graduate Degree Courses: In case of Private Institutions shall be as laid in :

 Educational Institutions (Regulation of Admission , Fixation of fee and making of Reservation ) Act 2006 and as amended from time to time 

& Government of Punjab Department of Medical Education & Research Notification.

 TUITION FEES: The matter regarding fixation of Tuition fee is under consideration of the Hon'ble Punjab and Haryana High Court, 

Chandigarh. Pending final judgment of the Hon'ble High Court, an initial provisional tuition fee as notified by the Punjab Government, will 

be accepted at the time of admission. However, the final fees will be charged as  per the outcome of the judicial process. It is also clarified 

that first year fees is payable in the form of Bank Draft Cheques are not acceptable. Fees will be deposited on prescribed forms obtainable 

from accounts at Punjab National Bank or representative available in Institute premises. 

• Tuition Fees does not include University Registration/ Examination fees, hostel, Mess, Electricity/ Generator, Laundry, Internet and 

Telephone Charges.

• Security charges as notified by State Government.

• Bank Guarantee as notified by State Government. 

• Security will be refunded only after passing the course.

 Fees to be deposited by the candidates to the Institute in the shape of demand draft on date of counseling and subsequent years in two 

installments, Ist installment by 20th March & 2nd Installment by 20th September. Hostel fee messing and other utility charges, electricity, 

Sewerage and charges for Computer Education and Internet facility will be extra. Hostel fee once paid will not be 

refunded if student leaves/vacate the hostel mid session. Entry Permitted only on Payment of Full Dues. Each year 

students shall deposit fees by due date specified i.e.  the 20th of March & 20th of September each year.

 Note: Each candidate is required to submit an undertaking to the effect that he/she will pay the final fees as fixed by 

the Institution consequent to the judgment of the Hon'ble High Court/or any other Higher Court, as the case may be 

revised by the institution consequent to the judgement, in case of any appeal for revision to the state Government.



BRANCHES OF POST GRADUATE STUDY: MDS 

a)  Oral Medicine and Radiology (2 Seats)

b) Prosthodontics and Crown and Bridge. (2 Seats)

c) Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics (2 Seats)

d) Periodontology (3 Seats)

e) Pedodontics and Preventive Dentistry (2 Seats)

f) Oral Pathology and Microbiology (2 Seats)

g) Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics (3 Seats)

Duration of the Course

 All the candidates, for the degree of MDS are required to 

pursue the course for three calendar years as full time 

candidates.

Method of Training

 The training of postgraduate for MDS degree shall be 

full time with graded responsibilities in the management 

and treatment of patients entrusted to his/her care. The 

participation of the students in all facets of educational 

process is essential. Every candidate should take part in Seminars, Journal Clubs, Group Discussions, Case Demonstration, Clinics, Clinico-

Pathologic Conferences and Clinical Meetings. Every candidate should participate in the teaching and training programme of the 

undergraduate students. Training should include involvement in laboratory and experimental work and research studies. 

Attendance, Progress  and Conduct

• A candidate pursuing degree course should work in the concerned department of the institution for the full period as a full time student. No 

candidate is permitted to own a clinic or work in a clinic/laboratory / nursing home, while studying in the postgraduate course. The 

candidate shall not join any other course of study or appear for any other examination conducted by any university in India or abroad 

during the period of this course. 

• Each Academic year shall be taken as a unit for the purpose of calculating attendance.

• Every candidate shall have not less than 85 percent of attendance in each academic year of Course. 

Monitoring Progress of Studies

 Work diary/Log Book: Every candidate shall maintain a work and record of his/her participation in the training programme conducted by 

the department such as journal reviews, seminars etc.. The work diary shall be scrutinized and certified by the head of the Department and 

head of the institution, and presented in the university practical/clinical examination. The candidate also has to maintain a record of all the 

pre-clinical and clinical work done in the department.

 

PERIODIC TESTS:

 The concerned departments will conduct three tests. First two of them will be annual tests, one at the end of first year and the other in the 

second year. The third test may be held three months before the final examination as an internal examination. The tests will include written 

papers, practical/clinical and viva voce. Records and marks obtained in such tests will be maintained by the Head of the Department and 

will form the basis for clearing a candidate for final exam. 

Records:

 Records such as work diary and Log Book will be maintained by respective student and endorsed by the Department HOD and counter 

signed by the Director Principal. During the Postgraduate studies, the student also has to prepare a thesis of his / her research work based 

on journal reviewed research (Library Dissertation).

 Dissertation 

 Every candidate shall submit a synopsis containing particulars of proposed dissertation work, in the prescribed Performa to the University, 

duly signed by the Head of the department within six months from the date of commencement of the course on or before the dates 

notified. The synopsis shall be sent through the proper channel to the University.

 Every candidate pursuing MDS degree course is required to carryout work on a selected  research project under the guidance of a 

recognized post graduate teacher. The results of such a work shall be submitted in the form of a dissertation.

 Such synopsis will be reviewed and the dissertation topic will be registered by the University. No change in the 

dissertation topic or guide shall be made without prior approval of the University.

Daily Working Hours

• Each student will adhere to the daily working hours and carryout all assignments as allocated by the faculty from 

time to time.

• Stay in Hostel is Mandatory

MDS Course Regulations

ANATOMY DISSECTION HALL
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These Include All Infrastructure Which Is 
Used For Central Teaching. This Included :

Infrastructure and Academics

extra oral X-ray Unit.

Latest X-ray and OPG equipment as well as

Facilities Available

OPERATING MICROSCOPE DEPARTMENTAL SETUP

CLINICAL PROCEDURES

COMPUTER LAB

14

Lockers for students to cater to their daily academic needs and safe keep of their instruments.

CBCT MACHINE



CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS

• State- of -the- art centrally air conditioned with a seating capacity of over 600.
• Proper sound proofing and echo proof hall with latest cutting edge sound system.

Central Facilities

15

BASIC DEPARTMENTS

• The Library at Genesis is an architectural  delight, a Storehouse of vast knowledge  and multiple e-accessibility Options along   with storage / recall 

alternatives.
• A liberal budget, which is left to students to exploit.
• A centrally Air Conditioned library with adequate seating, helps create an environment which encourages focused pursuit of 
 knowledge.
• Well stocked books in adequate numbers, jounals, newspapers and professional magazines. Automated “New Books”   request and response
• Broadband 24 hour Internet facility to access any site globally . The facility is extended to the hostels with Wi-Fi network.   This will be further 

patched up with University e-library (HSLIB)
• It has a separate enclosure for Faculty Members and post graduate students. 
• A fully equipped Computer Lab forms part of this complex for comprehensive e- learning.
• Networks of e-libraries are co-ordinated.

• Well spaced air conditioned examination hall as per laid DCI norms.
• Comfortable chairs and tables to provide capacity of 200 at one time.

• State- of- the- art, world class Research Centre and Dental Implant Centre .
• Dedicated Research Library.
• Conference Hall with Multimedia facility for presentations and important discussions.
• Well equipped advanced centre for early detection of oral cancer supported by an Immunohistochemistry Lab.

• 24 hr internet Service
• Free of cost Wi-Fi accessibility
• Hub for storage and access to teaching material
• Permits interaction with faculty at mutually coordinated convenient time.

• Self reliant 'Dedicated' Clinical Labs. 
• The operation theatre of the department of  Oral Surgery is equipped with modern State-of- the- art equipment .
• Department of Pedodontics boasts of the only training facility of North India for Conscious Sedation in Dentistry.
• For training of students in Medicine and Surgery the Institute is attached to a Super Specialty Hospital  (100 Bedded) .
• High Resolution X-Ray machines, Multiple Feature OPG equipment , which is the only of its kind in North India, and a fully 
 equipped modern Darkroom, with Developing and Drying facilities.
• The Institute has a fully automated Out Patient Department for speedy Management of Patients and Documentation of their 
 records. 
• The OPD is run on highly subsidized charges.
• Dedicated Mobile Ambulance Van equipped with Modern Equipment. 
• Satellite Clinics in near by Towns / Villages.
• Dedicated bus for patients from villages
• Adoption of village /schools.
•  Dental facilities at the Central Jail.

• Before the starting of postgraduate programme an exhaustive orientation programme is given .
• Phantom Head Lab conforming to global standards.
• Modern 'Mortuary' to ensure proper preservation and availability of 'Cadavers'.

SCOPE PRACTICAL TRAINING INFRASTRUCTURE 



HI-TECH LAUNDRY

AREAL VIEW OF THE CAMPUS 

cell

MI

Fool proof security round the clock 
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MESS

CAFETERIA

Dining Mess

Cafeteria

BOYS’ HOSTEL GIRLS’ HOSTEL

Projection system for Movies.
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ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

THEME DANCE PERFORMANCE 

Students can seek help of the counseling cell headed by the Director Principal and assisted by Joint Director (Adm). The students can approach 
Joint Director (Adm) any time from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm or in case of a grave problem without any delay.

DANCE PARTIES AND CULTURAL SHOWS

FESTIVALS 
       All the festivals are celebrated in true secular spirit

FILM SCREENING

RECREATION AND HOBBY PURSUITS 

FOUNTAIN

NIGHT GAMES

YOGA ROOM

JOGGERS TRACK



The Raksha Foundation Award

 The “Raksha Foundation Award” was established in the year 

2018 in memory of Late Smt. Raksha Singhal W/o Sh. Rattan Lal 

Singhal (Advocate) and President of Shaheed Anil Baghi Charitable 

Society. This award is meant to recognize and acknowledge academic 

achievement of University Topper Students to encourage others to 

excel. Besides on honor plague, this achievement bestows upon the 

recipient a cash prize of Rs. 25000/-, 15000/- and 10000/- to 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd rank holder respectively. 

Camps

• For out door exposure a well coordinated Patient Grid 

covering 50 Km belt from the International border has 

been developed. The institute reaches out to these patients.

• Villages & Schools have also been adopted to create awareness at a young age.

• Well equipped Rural Clinics have been opened.

Professional Seminars and Conferences

         All students will be required to attend State and National level seminars, conferences, workshops and present papers/poster. 

Implantology 

 All students opting for Prosthodontics, Peridontology and Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

 will undergo the course on Implantology, which has a huge potential for the future. No separate fee will be charged. 

Additional Features

FACIAL AESTHETICS AND COSMETIC ENHANCEMENT (FACE-2022)

The institute is regularly organizing continuing Dental 

Education Programmes in order to update the students and 

faculty about latest dental treatment techniques. These 

programmes are also accredited by the Punjab Dental 

Council 

The quest for knowledge is insatiable at Genesis. As part of 

its Endeavor to provide exposure to its faculty and senior 

students, the Institute organizes international level 

workshops on Current topics of interest. Dental Research is 

key result area for the institute...

Top professionals are invited to share their experience and 

knowledge with the faculty and the students. These also 

help in motivating the students and acquaint them with the 

emerging Global Trends in Research and Development and 

Futuristic trends. The institute organizes regular lectures on 

developing practice management, coping up with stress and 

so on.

Guest Lectures

International Dental Research Workshops

Continuing Dental Education (CDE)

BLS TRAINING PROGRAMME

ANNUAL CONVOCATION & AWARDS CEREMONY

AWARD DISTRIBUTION 
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Statutory Warning: Ragging

  

21

hp
Typewritten text
•	Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research is a Zero Ragging Campus.•	The Institute has strict Zero tolerance policy against the ragging.•	Ragging is Punishable Offense.•	The official Institute policy is as under and these guidelines will be read in conjunction with the Hon’ble              Supreme Court Directions/Guidelines and with DCI regulations 2009 on curbing the menace of ragging.•	Ragging can lead to various strict punishments including the Expulsion from the institute.•	Anyone found guilty of ragging will face Rustication, Expulsion/lodging of FIR and Imprisonment.Punishable ingredients of Ragging:- -	•	Abatement to ragging; 	•	Criminal conspiracy to rag; 	•	Unlawful assembly and rioting while ragging; 	•	Public nuisance Creation; 	•	Violation of decency and morals through ragging; 	•	Injury to body, causing hurt or grievous hurt;	•	Wrongful restraint; 	•	Wrongful Confinement; 	•	Use of criminal force; 	•	Assault as well as sexual offenses or even unnatural offenses;	•	Extortion; 	•	Criminal trespass;	•	Offenses against property; 	•	Criminal intimidation;	•	Attempts to commit any or all of the above mentioned offenses against the victim(s); 	•	Physical or psychological humiliation; 	•	All other offenses flowing from the definition of "Ragging"•	Fresher students are programmed to join 7-10 days before the senior batches arrive. A proper orientation   	program is conducted.•	Fresher students are accommodated in separate floor in the Hostels.		Entry of outsiders to the Hostel strictly prohibited during this period.•	Freshers are advised to approach the Anti ragging committee/ Anti ragging squad/ Hostel Wardens / Director Admin/ 				             Director Principal/ Distt. Administration in case of any contingency without any fear of any backlash at ANY TIME .Their             contact Numbers are displayed at various locations. Student must report even if they apprehend any problem.•	Students are advised not to delay reporting, No matter, what time. They can report through parents, who 	must keep all contact numbers.•	Parents must give feedback of response and raise level of reporting.•	Students are required to furnish the an undertaking attached with the prospectus as per the Annexure I Part I.•	Parents/ Guardians are also required to furnish undertaking attached as per Annexure I Part II.•	A student seeking admission to the hostel required to submit additional undertaking in the form of Annexure-I 	(both Parts) along with his/her application for hostel accommodation.•	A printed leaflet with contact details of Anti-ragging Committee, Anti-ragging Squad, Joint Director admin, 	Director Principal, Police administration, Security guards and hostel wardens is attached with the prospectus. •	All freshers are bona fide students of the institute, they should immediately report any incidence of ragging 	with themselves or as a witness without any apprehension fear or hesitation.•	A very systematic approach has been evolved to ensure there is no reason for anxiety amongst the Freshers 	who are put through an orientation curriculum.	•	Help develop batch bonding and remove feeling of isolation.	•	Acquaint Freshers with all measures and build feeling of confidence.	•	Friends are encouraged to stay together.	•	No movement is permitted after 10 PM.		•	Anti ragging squad and Hostel wardens make regular rounds in premises.	•	Fresher batches are kept separate with no access to seniors.	•	Fresher's party/Cultural and sports week are conducted.
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(Rules and Regulations)

Code of Conduct for the students
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STUDENTS’ SPEAK... 
True guidance is like a torch in a dark forest." I am Dr. Akashdeep and I have completed 
my journey of becoming a doctor from Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences & 
Research, Ferozepur. I am thankful to my college and the staff members for making 
me who I am today. This journey wouldn't have been possible without the guidance of 
our most experienced and talented mentors. Through these 5 years so many doors 
were opened for my personal and academic development. During the most crucial 
time of exams, the faculty provides the students with a lot of preparatory sessions. 
Genesis is a complete package for your overall growth, because the Institute does not 
only holds the excellence in academic but also in other co-curricular activities. I had 
the opportunity to be a member of the Student's Council which helped me in 
enhancing various qualities like discipline, leadership and multitasking. They come up 
with the best by providing various career counseling sessions. I feel proud to be a part 
of the GIDSR Family.

Dr. Akashdeep

Finding the right path to success at the right time is very important." I am glad for 
choosing Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and Research, Ferozepur as my 
enlightened path of success. I am Former President of the Student Council. The 
college has  provided me with some great opportunities which helped me improve 
myself in every aspect as a student, as a senior, as a friend, as a sportsperson, as a 
leader and most importantly as a professional. The friendly environment, the 
systematic approach towards imparting education at GIDSR made me a competent 
individual. The faculty is really very kind and approachable whenever any need arises. 
The faculty and the management constantly prepares the students for the world by 
providing numerous career guidance sessions. In GIDSR we are trained to become the 
best Doctor and because of that I was able to bring my confidence out and became the 
best I am today. These 5 years will be the most memorable years of my life which made 
this place my second home. I am really proud to be a GENESONIAN.

Dr. Muskaan 

Gupta

It is my privilege to be a part of this institution. With the guidance of our 
experienced teachers, I was able to score University rank and three distinctions. 
Along with the academics, our college also focuses on grooming of student's 
personality in various aspects. The environment of this institution is quite pleasant 
and helps in coping with the stress encountered by the students. The faculty here 
helps to bring out the best of the student. There is a student council in our college 
that conveys all the problems and difficulties faced by the students to the Principal 
and also arranges various activities. Hammering on the last nail, I would like to say, 
Genesis is the wholesome basket for one who is looking to pursue BDS.

Amar Sanghera

It was my dream of becoming a doctor and this prestigious college helped me in 
achieving it  with proper guidance and support from our highly qualified and 
experienced teachers. The best part of this college is that it not only focuses on 
studies but also on extracurricular activities by organizing various events 
throughout the year which helps students to cope up with the stress of studies. It is 
one of the best colleges in Punjab and I strongly recommend this college to all 
students who wish to study dentistry and serve the humanity as a capable 
professional.

Disha Randev



I am proud be a Genesonian who got this privilege and opportunity to learn 
and acquire Knowledge about Endodontics from highly skilled and great 
minds. This college gave me a place to grow individually as well as socially. 
Always being under such an amazing staff, headed by such an experienced 
and en-lighted Principal, this atmosphere really helps me to stay motivated 
and keeps my spirits high to continue learning and growing in a positive way.  
I must say that the learning and exposure which Genesis gives is  
commendable as you will be transformed as a true professional backed by 
sound theoretical knowledge and excellent clinical exposure by studying at 
Genesis. 

DR. VISHNU SURINDRAN

STUDENTS’ SPEAK 

Genesis Institute of Dental Sciences and research is a wonderful place for all 
the students seeking the bright career in dentistry. The years spent in this 
institute in my Graduation as well as Post Graduation had given me a lot of 
opportunities to enhance my professional skills. Regular training classes, 
CDE Programmes held at our institute helped me to build aptitude, soft skills 
and technical skills. Infrastructure provided by this institute is great and the 
staff is very supportive and really takes a lot of pain for the overall 
development of the students. All those who are looking for a 
fruitful professional career in dentistry, your search stops in this 
institute. “Join Genesis and experience the best learning and 
career enhancement with overall skill development”.

DR. TARANJIT SINGH 

WALIA

The great environment of my Alma mater is a complete place to get enriched 
academically. I would also like to throw some light on the youthful events 
that happen in this campus that keep the vibe of the college hyped up. The 
facilities provided to us give an ideal environment to work and flourish. I did 
my Graduation from the same institute and the 8 years spent here have been 
full of learning opportunities that were full of fun and frolic and sometimes 
with academic grind that one has to go through. This institute gave me a 
strong foundation and enabled me to achieve my professional expertise and 
confidence by providing quality dental education. I strongly urge all those 
who are aspiring to become dental professionals to get their training in this 
institute. I

DR. GURSIMRAN SINGH

PABLA

I feel honored to express the dignity of my college. The college infrastructure 
and campus as a whole is great. It is huge and culture rich. It provides an 
environment where students will feel very positive from the first day to the 
end of your Course. College also provides very nice facilities including library 
and sports ground. During the most crucial time of exams and career 
guidance, the faculty provides students with lot of preparatory sessions so 
that they come up with their best. I feel Genesis is the wholesome basket for 
those who wish to study dentistry and serve the humanity in their life as a 
professional dental surgeon. I would always be grateful to the Genesis for 
giving me multi dimensional learning by providing the apt mix of academics, 
clinical exposure, attitude and leadership.

DR. AASIYA YOUSUF
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STUDENTS EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITY WORLD ORAL HEALTH DAY CELEBRATION BASANT PANCHMI CELEBRATION

PATIENTS’ REGISTRATION CULTURAL EVENT WINNERS OF GENESIS PREMIER LEAGUE (GPL)

HOSTEL ROOM YOGA DAY CELEBRATION COMMUNITY DENTAL SERVICE

BEST SMILE COMPETITION AWARD MARATHON

BOARD OF HONOR 

GENESIS IN MEDIA

PHOTO GALLERY 

DOCTOR’S DAY CELEBRATION
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09781610530---01632510603

Account
Office

08146305507--- 01632510627 08146305507

01632510644

01632510645

09855600584---01632510626

09781610531 --- 01632510626

09781610537 --- 01632510604

09781610530

09781610537

09781610531

09855600584

09781610536

09532469000

P.A. to the
Director Principal

09781610536---01632510606

09592469000---01632510603

---------NA---------

---------NA---------

---------NA---------



INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES & RESEARCH
Dental College & Hospital 

G.T. Road, Ferozepur, (Punjab)
HELPLINE

                                        +91-1632-510 600

Maj.B.S. Randhawa (Retd.)     +91-97816 10536    01632-510606
Ms. Poonam Narang               +91-98760-10532  Fax: 01632-279181 

email: genesis.idsr@gmail.com       visit us at: www.gidsr.com
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